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Event: Federal Aviation Administration Headquarters, (FAA HQ)

Type of event: Interview with Peter Challan

Date: Friday, March 26, 2004

Special Access Issues: None

Prepared by: Geoffrey Brown

Team Number: 8

Location: 10th Floor, FAA HQ, Washington, D.C.

Participants - Non-Commission: David Weigand, FAA Legal Counsel

Participants - Commission: John Azzarello, Miles Kara, Dana Hyde, Geoffrey Brown

Note: Please refer to the recorded interview for further details.

Background:

Challan started his career with the FAA as a Field Engineer in 1969. From there
he worked in the Eastern Region until 1988, where he managed the construction of
facilities and equipment. In 1989 he led the Denver Airport project from FAA
Headquarters, and took additional responsibilities with the FAA until 1996 when he was
made Director of Automation Development. In June of 1999 he became Deputy
Associate Administrator for Air Traffic Services (ATS-2). His direct supervisor was
Steven Brown. Challan focused on capital funding whereas Brown focused on separate
funding duties. Challan's department reported directly to the Deputy Administrator's
office. Challan never served as an Air Traffic Controller (ATC).

Bill Peacock and the Air Traffic Organization was one of the FAA divisions that
directly reported to ATS. Air Traffic is the largest organization within the FAA, but there
were also other organizations reporting to ATS. There are roughly 35,000 people under
the ATS umbrella.

FAA phase out of primary radar systems:

The FAA has a secondary radar system called "Beacon". The maintenance and
support of some of the old primary radar was becoming increasingly costly and difficult
to support. They were scavenging for parts and getting parts made to keep these radar
sites operational, and began in the mid-90s studying alternatives. Ultimately the decision
was made around the year 2000 to start decommissioning ARSR 1 and 2 and the FSPs
(interior long range primary radar). The FAA also has the ASR Airport Surveillance
Radar that gives primary and secondary beacon coverage dependent on location and line
of sight capabilities. Between the ASR 8s and ASR 9s there are roughly 130 radar sites
that provide coverage from 35 miles to 60 miles circumference from airports. The plan
was to decommission the ARSR 1 and 2 radar sites that were interior in the country. They
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were not going to decommission the radar that was co-owned with the Department of
Defense (DoD) on the exterior of the country.

There were numerous discussions on the topic between interested agencies and
FAA counterparts internationally, and ultimately Monte Belger signed a memo planning
to decommission the aforementioned radar. To the best of Challan's knowledge, the
process had not begun by the time of the September 11, 2001 (9/11) attacks, and has not
begun since. FAA Airways Facilities would have been at the head of this effort.

Challan is not familiar with the DoD position on this plan. There "was some
concern in certain locations for the air traffic safety of general aviation aircraft that did
not have beacon equipment. NAFTA and the National Transportation Safety Bureau
(NTSB) had alluded to a safety concern at some level as well. They questioned whether
or not the FAA needed that surveillance instrumentation to safely and effectively provide
air traffic use.

Challan noted that ultimately they attempt to get as much data as they can, but
cost causes them to re-evaluate there equipment and the necessities of safe air traffic for
the best results. He explained that cost would never be a reason not to opt for the safest
approach to conducting air traffic. James Washington led the Requirement Services and
would be the most appropriate contact for following up on this issue. Washington would
also be the most appropriate person to speak with regarding post 9/11 radar systems.
Challan noted that they are installing new Terminal Radar systems (DASR or the ASR
11). The ASR 11 is operating at Palm Beach International, and they are "starting to roll
that flight out. We have approximately 100." The ASR 11 has "nothing to do" with the
decision not to decommission the internal radar, according to Challan.

The STAR is the computer equipment that takes the information from the radar
and displays it for the controllers.

Hijack protocol:

Challan provided Commission staff with his basic understanding of hijacking
communication pre-9/11, and referred Commission staff to Tony Ferrante for more
information on hijacking procedures pre and post 9/11.

Challan noted that on 3-24-04 there were fifteen NORDOs in the ATC system.

9/11:

Challan was in his office and was preparing for an Air Traffic Services Director's
meeting that was scheduled for 9:OOAM. He was informed verbally that an aircraft had
crashed into the World Trade Center (American Airlines Flight 11 (AAL 11) at 8:46AM
(approx.)]. He recalls saying "Oh that poor pilot" - he thought that a pilot had had a
stroke while piloting a general aviation aircraft around New York City. He went to Steve
Brown's office, and saw on CNN the second aircraft impact at the World Trade Center
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[United Airlines Flight 175 (UAL 175) at 9:03AM (approx.)]. Both he and Brown then
went to the Washington Operations Center (WOC). Challan explained to Commission
staff that he was genuinely confused, and he was in the process of seeking more
information.

He first heard that there was a hijack reported in the FAA system at a point after
he left Brown's office. He does not recall where he received the information from.

Challan spent the majority of his time in the hours following the attacks in the
Aviation Crisis Center (ACC) on an elevated section of the WOC. He was with Brown,
their special assistant Doug Davis, Jeff Griffith, Monte Belger, Lee Longmire, and - he
believes - Jane Garvey was with them at some point as well. They were seeking
continuity on the open line with the Herndon Command Center and others. Davis manned
this line, which was not on speaker. Challan "only took that line to give him a break". As
questions came from Doug, he passed them to Belger, Griffith and Brown.

Challan noted that he does not believe Davis and those on the elevated dais were
monitoring what Commission staff has learned to be the Primary Net (an interagency
teleconference established by the WOC). Challan knew that David Cannoles had
established an Air Traffic conference call in another room on the same floor as the ACC.
He knows that Cannoles reports to Griffith, and that Cannoles and Griffith were in
contact. Challan remembers Steve Brown spending time in the Secure Video
Teleconference (SVT).

Challan recalled some notes being passed to those he was with, but does not know
if the notes came from the teleconference room being run by David Cannoles.

Challan recalls that they were attempting to receive clear information on the status
of airborne flights, and whether or not there were more planes in distress.

Challan commented that "there were more than a couple conversations that
morning that were more than anxious", but he is uncertain what information was passed
in these conversations.

Challan commented to Commission staff that the most vivid conversation he
recalls was attempting to identify the flight that struck the Pentagon [American Airlines
Flight 77 (AAL 77) at 9:37AM (approx.)]. He and Belger were not sure if it was an
American Airlines flight.

Challan told to Commission staff that he does not recall discussing with Belger
scrambling aircraft. [Commission staff has established on transcripts and in the interview
with Doug Davis that this conversation did take place.]

Challan commented that he vaguely remembers Davis discussing multiple airlines
as possible threats to the Washington, DC area.
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After-action review:

Post-9/11 Challan was focused on creating a chronology of events. He
commented that they put together a "team" to put together the collected data. Darlene
Freeman, a special assistant to the Administrator or the Deputy Administrator at the time,
headed this effort. Challan believes they built binders of this information. Subsequently
he reviewed a chronology produced by the FAA.

He focused on sending operations and facilities managers notice to refresh
themselves and their staff on protocols, and to pay special attention to anomalies. These
notices would have been drafted by the Air Traffic team in conjunction with Flight
Standards and Security. They were concentrating on insuring that their efforts and
messages were being synchronized. This effort was not a chartered grouping, and was
more of a combined ad hoc effort.

According to Challan, Mike Sorello or Saber Calleia, who both worked for Bill
Peacock and Jeff Griffith, may have been responsible for the Meiter after-action review
presented to Commission staff on 3-25-04.

AAL77:

Regarding AAL 77's loss from radar coverage, Challan believes that a primary
radar track being lost "in and of itself is not alarming", so he did not specifically task
anyone to look at the radar track of AAL 77.

Challan's "gut level instinct" is that during any given period of time, given
various reasons, approximately ten percent of national airspace lacks primary radar
coverage. He commented that west of the Mississippi and in certain other western areas
the controllers are aware that there are sections that lack comprehensive coverage.
Conversely, he commented that there is an "extraordinary amount of coverage in the
northeast", and that at some point the redundancy is ineffective.
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